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INTEREST RATE EFFECTS ON HOUSEHOLD BE

HAVIOR UNDER INFLATIONARY EXPECTATIONS 

KIM HAK-UN* 

In 1970, Lucas and Rapping, using intertemporal utility and wealth 
constraint equations, derived a theoretical labor supply function which 
says that among other things interest rates have an effect on workers' 
labor supply decisions. Interestingly enough, they also found from their 
empirical study that the effect is not significant. This difference between 
theory and fact may exist not only in the labor supply function but also 
in other household behavioral functions such as the savings or consump
tion function and the demand for money function when the functions are 
derived from the intertemportal optimization behavior of the household. 

In practice, in his restatement of the quantity theory of money, 
Friedman (1956) also took pains to point out that the demand for money 
is influenced by among other things the yield on alternate assets. How
ever, Friedman excluded this yield, the interest rate, from his formulation 
of the demand for money equation. His exclusion of the interest rate 
was also based on his empirical results. But his empirical result that 
the demand for money is independent of the interest rate is largely 
dependent upon his methodology of analysis. Friedman looked at the 
correlation of interest rates and residuals derived from a regression 
of the real quantity of money on permanent income and found none. As 
David Laidler (1966) has shown using Friedman's data, a multiple 
regression of the real quantity of money on permanent income and an 
interest rate has a statistically significant coefficient for the interest rate. 
Since Laidler's procedure is the correct one, the_ result is that as far as 
the demand for money function is concerned, there is no difference 
between theory and •fact. For the savings and consumption functions, 
the similar problem may arise. 

Frequently, this difference between theory and fact in the analysis 
of the household behavioral function has been reconciled by the simple 
explanation that the substitution effect is offset by the wealth effect. 
But, still another difficult question arises: Why does the offset of the two 
effects take place in one behavioral function such as the labor supply 
function and not in another function such as the� demand for money 
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function, when all behavioral functions are derived from the same wealth 
constraint and utility functions? 

The purpose of this paper is to provide an answer to this question 
by examining different assumptions regarding the household's portfolio 
behavior. A main reason for this difference may be found in the treatm.ent 
of the intertemporal wealth constraint equation, which is closely related 
to present value analysis. In present value analysis, the interest rate has 
been the key variable on which the household's optimal a11ocation of 
its wealth and income over time is based. It may spend more or less than 
its current income and borrow or lend the difference in its portfolio. It 
is therefore expected that its behavior is influenced by the interest rate. 

An underlying assumption behind present value analysis which has 
been totally neglected in the literature is, as will be seen later, that the 
household does not hold cash balances in its portfolio. The option is 
either borrowing (supplying bonds) when its receipts are less than its 
spending, or lending (demanding bonds) in the reverse case. Different 
assumptions regarding the behavior of the household provide different 
wealth constraint equations from which different behavioral functions 
are derived in association with the utility function. Thus, we wi11 examine 
four cases as follows. In the first case, the household will be assumed 
to allocate its wealth and income to purchasing bonds, consumption 
goods, and holding cash balances. In the second case, it will be assumed 
that the household holds consumption goods and bonds, but not cash 
balances. lri the third case, we will assume that the portfolio of the house
hold consists of consumption goods and cash balances instead of bonds. 
Finally, we wi11 examine optimal household behavior over time in the 
process of economic growth. We will see that each case provides a dif
ferent wealth constraint equation and, hence, different behavioral func
tions, and conditions the interest rate does not play a key role in deter
mining the behavior of the household will be examined. 

1. INTERTEMPORAL ANALYSIS AND THE INTEREST RATE

EFFECTS ON THE BEHAVIOR OF HOUSEHOLDS

Let us for simplicity assume that a household's economic horizon spans 
two periods, period t (the present) and period t+l (the future). We 
further assume that the household decides all economic decisions, current 
as we11 as future, simultaneously. This assumption will be used in this sec
tion, and will be later replaced by another assumption, the sequential

decision making assumption. We describe our economy as one where 
the money supply, M, changes at the rate of u percent per period: so 
that prices, P, and money wages, W, changes at proper rates ofn and</> 
percent, respectively. This actual change in prices and money wages \\'ill 
ii: turn affect the household's expectations about future prices and money 
wages with the following definitions: 



(I) 
(2) 
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P*(t+l) = (l+n*(t+I))P(t)
W*(t+l) = (1 +�*(t+ I)) W(t)

where the starred symbols represent the expected values. 
In period t, the household wishes to hold its initial wealth R(t-1),and present income, rN(t), in three different forms; consumption goods,

P(t)C(t), cash balances, M(t), and bonds (financial claims), B(t). But,when the household holds bonds, it holds them discounted at the going bond rate of interest. Thus the household's wealth constraint in period t is: 
(3) 1R(t-l) + rN(t) = P(t)C(t) + M(t) + 1 .( ) B(t)

+it 

where P(t) is the price level of consumption goods in period t and i(t) isthe bond rate of interest in period t.
In period t + 1 ,  the household expects to receive back from holdings in discounted bonds a gross return which is the sum of the original discounted amount and its interest income: 

(4)
I i (t) B(t) = 1 + i(t) B(t) + l + i(t) B(t).

And also, the household will transfer the money stock held in period t to this period. Therefore, the household will spend its entire portfolio, 
M(t) + B(t), and its expected income in period t + I, ri(t + 1), for thepurpose of expenditures in period t + I, E* (t + l), which is further divided into the three different forms; consumption goods, cash balances, and bonds discounted at the expected bond rate of interest: 
(5) M(t) + B(t) + r�(t+l) = E*(t+l) 

= P*(t+l)C*(t+l) + M*(t+l)
+ l + )(t+l) B*(t+l)

where. the starred symbols stand for ,�he expected values. (5) is the wealth constraint in period t + I. From this wealth constraint equation it isapparent that the initial wealth R(t-1) in (3) is the sum of the initialbonds held by the household and initial ·money stock in the past such that 
(6) R(t-1) = M(t�l) + B(t-1).
Substituting (5) into (3) with respect to B(t) will yield an intertemporal wealth constraint equation: 
(7) . l . R(t-1) + rN(t) + 1 + i(t) �",�(1+1)

= P(t)C(t)+ l) i(t) E*(t+l) + l �t�(t) M(t).
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The terms in the left-hand side of (7) represent the present value of sources 
of wealth, while the terms in the right-hand side the present value of uses 
of wealth. In addition, we have the Fisherine relationship: 

(8) (1 + i(t)) = (1 + p(t)) (1 + n*(t+ l)),

where p (t) is the real bond rate of interest in period t.
In equation (7), all the terms are expressed in nominal terms. Let us 

now change them into real terms by dividing through by P(t), and using 
(1), (2), and (8) as follows: 

(9) R(t-1) 1 * 
P(t) + YN(t) + 1 + p(t)

yN(t+I)

_ 1 * i(t) M(t)- C(t)+ I + p(t) 
e (t+I) + I + i(t) P(t)

where YN(t) = YN(t)/P(t), current real income, and yt(t+l) =
r:(t+I)/P*(t+I), expected real income, and e* (t+I) = E* (t+I)/ 
P*(t+I), the expected real expenditures. 

Since interest income from holdings of bonds by the household is 
separately expressed as iB/(I+i) in (5) via the relationship in (4), the 
income, r N, can be considered only as its money wage income, the money 
wage rate, W, multiplied by hours worked, N, so that 

(10) YN(t) = W(t)N(t) and r;(t+ l) = W*(t+I) N*(t+i) 

or in real terms 

(II) YN(t) = W(t)N(t)/P(t) and
yt(t+I) = W*(t+I)N*(t+I)/P*(t+I).

Then the optimization problem applies to the household which is assumed 
to maximize a utility index 

(12) U = U( N(t), C(t), M(t)/P(t), B(t)/P(t), N*(t+I), E*(t+I))

subject to wealth constraint equations (9) and (II). \Ve have therefore 
the household's behavioral functions: 

(13) M(t)/P(t) = L(yN(t),y;(t+I), p(t), n*(t+I), R(t-I)/P(t))

(14) C(t) = C(yN(t),yt(t+I), p(t), n*(t+I), R(t-I)/P(t))

(15) N(t) = H(w(t), w*(t+I), p(t), n*(t+I), R(t-I)/P(t))

where w(t) = W(t)/P(t), the real wage rate in period t, and w*(t+I) =
W*(t+l)/P*(t+I), the expected real wage rate in period t+I. Two 
features are worthy of· note. First, notice that instead of division of 
E*(t+I) between C*(t+l) and other portfolio assets, E*(t+I) itself 
enters into the utility function and the wealth constraint function. That is, 
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unlike current expenditures, future expected expenditures are not broken 
down into the three different forms of wealth. The reason is that it would 
be foolish, in forming expectations, to specify to a greater extent matters 
which are very uncertain. It is reasonable, therefore, to be guided to a 
considerable degree by the facts about which we feel somewhat confident, 
even though they may be less relevant to the issue than other facts about 
which our knowledge is vague. 

Second, real balances are introduced into the utility function. An 
issue raised here is to what extent should they be introduced? This 
issue was discussed excellently by Patinkin ( l 966, Chapter V: I). He says 
that the introduction of uncertainties via the stochastic payment process 
readily enables us to analyze the problem of holding money by means of 
the traditional calculus (p.81). Samuelson (1968) also introduces money 
into the utility function because, as he writes, " ... one can put Minto 
the utility function, along with other things, as a real convenience in a 
world of stochastic uncertainty and invisible transaction charges." (p.8). 
It has been generally argued that real balances give utility because 
money in real terms facilitates the process of transactions, bridges gaps 
between payments and receipts, makes unexpected purchase possible, 
and so on. These kinds of usefulness justify the incorporation of real 
balances into the utility function. 

1-1 . Experiment 1

The behavioral functions given above are so general that nearly everyone 
may accept them on a purely formal and abstract level, although each 
would choose to express them differently in detail. Thus assume first that 
alternative forms of holding wealth are consumption goods and bonds. 
That is, it is assumed· that the household does not hold cash balances but 
holds bonds and consumption goods in its portfolio. Then the optimiza
tion problem is to maximize utility so that 

( 16) 

subject to 

(17) 

U = U(.N(t), .N*(t+l), C(t), E*(t+I)) 

R(t-1) l * 
P(t) + YN(t) + I + p(t)yN(t+l)

= C(t) + I +\
(t) 

e*(t+I)

and equation ( 11). Equations ( 16) and ( 17) are different from equations 
(12) and (9), respectively, in that real balances are zero: Nevertheless,
equations ( 16) and ( 17) have been the standard forms of intertemporal
optimization of a household in the literature_. In fact, equation (17) is the
same wealth constraint equation which many works provide fer present
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value analysis. It becomes apparent that they have been mistakenly 
based on the implicit assumption that the household does not hold cash 
balances but holds bonds and consumption goods in its portfolio. 

The conditions for utility maximization will yield 
(18) M(t)/P(t) = 0 

(19) C(t) = C(yN(t),y�(t+I), p(t), R(t-1)/P(t))

,(20) N(t) = N(w(t), w*(t+I), p(t), R(t-1)/P(t)).

It is important to notice that the real bond rate of interest remains as an 
argument in the functions, while the expected rate of price change is drop
ped, even though prices are from the beginning expected to rise in the 
next time period, as shown in (5). This is largely due to the absence of the 
demand for cash balances. Since the household does not demand cash 
balances in this case, there is no need for the household to signal inflation
_ary expectations by drawing on cash balances and savings account and 
rearranging its portfolio. When we think that the assumption has been 
.totally ignored and is far from realistic and moreover is not-compatible 
with the existence of the demand for money function, it is surprising that 
equation ( 17) has thus far been the most popular form of the wealth_ con
straint equation· and that the resultar:it ,behavioral fµnctions have beei:i 
used along with the demand for money function within the general equi
librium model without any consideration of the assumption:�

1-2. Experiment 2 ·
; 

. . 

Aiternatively, let us assutIJ.e.'that holdings of bonds by th� hous.ehold �re 
zero, but. holdings of ca�h balances-��� not zero. T_his implies that th� 
only alternative to holding.cash balances is to hold consumption goods. 
_This assumptio_n was made by Cag�� '(1956). 'bb_s��ving seven hyper
infl.atioii.s in six countries, Cagan noticed that. the interest ·i-a,te effect on 
the demand for money was minor. Cagan therefore suggested a hypothesis 
that the change in dema'.rid for money must be due to a change in som<": 
other variable-- namely the expected rate of price change. He 
reasoned that 

The money return ori bonds includes interest and pn equities includes di
vidends, as well as any gains or losses due to a change" in the money values of 
the assets. Variations in the cost of holding cash balances when the alterna
tive is to hold consumers' goods can be determined solely by the change 
in the real value of a given nominal cash balance. [Cagan 1956, p. 31] 

Deaver ( 1961) also explains this by referring to the poorly developed 
markets for investment, which limit the ability of people to hold their 
money in alternative frorns. Such a state of poorly developed markets 
may be prevalent in many less-developed countries. 
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Under this assumption, let B(t) be zero and substitute the expression 
for M(t) implicit in (5) into (3). Then we obtain another wealth constraint 
equation: 

(21) R(t-l) 
P(t) 

+ YN(t) + (1 + n*(t+l))yi(t+l)

= C(t) + (1 + n*(t+l))e*(t+l). 

Here the striking result is that the bond rate of interest does not appear 
as an argument even in the intertemporal wealth constraint equation. 
Associated with this wealth constraint and (10), the household's behavior
al functions are given by 

(22) M(t)/P(t) = L(yN(t),y!(t+l), n*(t+l), R(t-1)/P(t))

(23) C(t) = C(yN(t),y!(t+I), n*(t+I), R(t-1)/P(t)) 

(24) .N(t) = H(w(t), w*(t+l), n*(t+I), R(t-1)/P(t)).

These functions are sharply different from the previous results in that 
the real bond rate of interest which appears before is now replaced by the 
expected rate ofprice change. 

An economic in'terpretation of two different wealth constraints ( 17) 
and (21), and associated behavioral functions is the follO\ving. In so far 
as the household spends some of its wealth and income on purchasing 
bond!i for the interest x:eceipts, th.e rate of re�urn of l10lding _bpnds is of 
�ourse the-bo�d rate of interest it expect� to receive., A� a holderofbonds, 
the household is now sensitive to the movement of the bond rate of interest. 

If, on the other hand, it does not spend any of its wealth and income 
to purchase bonds but spends them for the purchase ofconsumption goods 
and keeps the remainder in the form of cash balances for precautionary 
motives, it would riot be interested in fluctuations of the bond rate of 
interest. In this case, the expected rate of price change alone is lts concern 
because it is the opportunity cost of holding money. Furthermore, the 
householdwould not know the real bond rate of interest and it may cost 
it something to collect that information. Hence its current economic 
behavior can be describeclby functions (22) through (24) which state that 
the· behavior of the household is determined by current real income, 
future expected income, the expected rate of price change, and initial 
real wealth. 

Such a description of behavior of the household as determined by the 
expected rate of price change, instead of the real bond rate of interest, 
would' disturb readers who regard it 'as a special case under the assump
tion that the household does not hold wealth in the form of bonds and 
ask what good is the argument based on such a special case. It would be 
unfair to interpret it in such a way because, first, it would be more difficult 
to 'imagine a situation where the household does not hold cash balances 
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so that the behavioral functions amount to (18) through (20) than a 
situation where it does not hold bonds so that the functions become (22) 
through (24). Second,there have been empirical findings that the house
hold's optimum behavior would not significantly be affected by the real 
rate of interest, but by the expected rate of price change [ see for example 
Lucas and Rapping (1970)]. 

This investigation provides at least a theoretical explanation for 
this empirical finding. Finally, it can be extended without substantial 
changes in the result to the case where the household holds not only 
cash balances but also some assets (bonds) whose yields are anticipated 
with almost perfect certainty. These assets are characterized by high 
liquidity and close substitution for money. There is no capital losses at
. tached to these assets, the behavioral functions amount to ones includ_; 
ing the interest rate as an argument. However, since their yield rates are 
considered to be constant, they do not affect economic decisions of the 
household. It should be emphasized, therefore, that the demand for 
money is almost limited to transaction and precautionary demands 
because the household prefers to hold assets free from capital losses. 
Who demands money (or supplies bonds) for speculative motives in 
this circumstance? Only relatively small group of speculators whom 
we do not think of as households. 

2. INTERTEMPORAL ANALYSIS UNDER SEQUENTIAL DECISION

MAKING ASSUMPTION

In the above, the desirable result came out at the cost of the special 
assumption regarding the portfolio behavior of the household, though 
the assumption was justified in many ways. However, the result is still 
very dependent upon those strong assnmptions regarding portfolio 
behavior. A more ambitious attempt must therefore be made with a 
less strict and more reasonable assumption. 

An implicit assumption in the previous section was that all economic 
decisions are simultaneously made by the household. Instead of this 
simultaneous decision making, let us use a sequential decision making 
process, following the neo-Keynesian position. The neo-Keyn�sian 
position may be summarized as follows, although we do not find any 
clear summary of it in any single work. 

It is assumed that the household in initial equilibrium decide!) first 
the optimum allocation of its time between labor. supply to earn hicome 
and leisure for pleasure. Then it follows a sequential process whereby it 
divides its income between saving and consumption. Saving is later 
divided into transaction balances and other portfolio assets which them
selves are further divided into speculative cash balances and non-cash 
investment and the final step of this sequence is the allocation of th¢ 
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remammg saving among alternative non-money assets. The implicit 
assumption here is that this process is recursive and that each decision 
is independent of the subsequent decisions. 

2-1. The Labor Supply Function

With this neo-Keynesian assumption of the sequential process, we should 
consider the wealth constraint and utility functions again. With reference 
to the definition ·of R(t-1) in (6), we can rewrite (3) and (5) as:

(25) M(t-1) + B(t-I) + rN(t)
= P(t)C(t) + M(t) + B(t)/( l + i(t))

(26) M(t) + B(t) + rt(t + I)
= P*(t+I)C*(t+l) + M*(t+l) + B*(t+l)/(1 + i(t + l)) .

According to the sequential decision making, the household decides first 
the total amount of po�tfolio before it breaks it down into money and 
bonds. Thus let us define the value of the household's portfolio as the 
value of the composite good A (See Patinkin 1966, p.105): 

(27) 

and define 

(28) 

so that 

(29) 

A= M + B/(1 +i)

(l+i)A=M +B

i = (M + B)/A - I

= i((I -M/A) + O(M/A).
That is, i is the weighted average of the rates of return on bonds (i) ,and 
money (0), and must therefore lie between these two values. The wealth 
constraint equations can then be given by 

(30) ( I  + i(t-I))A(t-I) + rN(t) = P(t)C(t) + A(t)
(31) (I + i(t))A(t) + rt(t+l) = P*(t+l)C*(t+l) + A*(t+l)

= E*(t+l).

Substituting (31) into (30) with respect to A(t) will produce

1 
(32) (I +i(t-I))A(t-1) + rN(t) + 1 + i(t) rt(t+l)

= P(t)C(t) + I +\t) E*(t+ 1)
which is equivalent to 

(33) (M(t-1) + B(t-1))/P(t)+W(t)N(t) + w*(t+l)N*(t+I)/(l+r(t))
= C(t) + e*(t+l)/(1 + r(t))
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since 

(34) (I + i(t)) = (I + r(t))(I + n*_(t+I))

where r is the real rate of interest which is the weighted average of the 
real bond rate of return on bonds (p) and money (0), such that 

r = p(I-M/A) + O(M/A). 

Definition (34) represents the Fisherine effect expressed in terms of the 
weighted average rate. 

From the beginning we have dealt with the economy where th� 
money supply changes at the rate ofu percent per period so that prices and 
money wages change at the rate of n percent and. ef, percent, respectively. 
The effect of _a rise in the rate of money supply ii, absorbed partly by 
a rise in the rate of price change and partly by a rise in the rate of real 
income, g. Therefore, as we assumed previously that prices and money 
wages. are expected to rise by n* percent and rfi* percent, respectively, 
so we now assume that the household expects that the level of expendi7 

tures will rise by g* percent, along with the expected rise in labor supply 
by g* percent, such that 

(35) 
(36) 

e*(t+I) =(I+ g*(t+l))e(t) 

N*(t+I) =(I+ g*(t+I))N(t). 
It may be worth stressing the importance of quantity expectations as 
well as price expectations in the study of inflation and growth. Follow
ing this spirit, we introduce explicitly quantity expectations. 

(37) 

Substituting (34) through (26) into (33) will give us 

R(t-1) 
P(t) 

+ w(t)N(t) + I + g*(t+I) w*(t+l)N(t). I + r(t) . . . . . . 

= C(t) + l .+ 
g*(t+l) e(t)·

l + r(t)
= D(t). 

In association with the household's utility function: 

(38) U = U(.N(t), D(t)),

one may end up with the· following labor supply functio�: 

(39) N(t) = H(w(t), w*(t+l), R(t_;;,_l), (I +k*(t+l))/(1 + r(t)))

where R(t-1) = (M(t-l) + B(t-l))f P(t),
represents the initial real wealth. 

On a purely theoretical level, von Neumann's (1945) general 
equilibrium growth model shows that in equilibrium growth the real 
rate of· interest is equal to the rate of growth. It follows that 
( I + g* (t + I))/ ( I + r(t)) = l so tha·t the labor supply function now is 
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N(t) = H(w(t),w*(t+I),R(t-1)).
In practice, Friedman assumed that the difference between the expected 
rate of growth and the real rate of interest·, r - g*, is regarded as con
stant, determined outside the system. He reasoned that 

( 1) that over a. time interval relevant for the analysis of short-period fluc
tuations, rand g* can be separately regarded as constant; (2) that the two
can be regarded as moving together, so that difference will vary less than

either. Of course, in both cases, what is relevant is not absolute constancy;

but changes in r-g* that are small compared to changes in n*. [Friedman

1971, p. 36. My notation is substituted for his. J

On this basis, the labor supply function is given by (40). Notice that 
the rate of interest does not enter the function as an argument.' This 
implies that the household's labor supply decisions will not be deter
mined by the interest rate. 

In order to see the sign of each variable, first of all, one may con
struct the Slutsky equations 

(41) 

(42) 

dN(t) 
I dw(t) !dw*(t+l) = 0

= dN(t) I dw(t) I ,dU=0 
-N(t) d���\) ! 

dN(t) _ dN(t) i
:dw(t) = 0

dw*(t+I) j dw*(t+1) , · : dw(t) = 0 i dU = 0 
_ N(t) dN(t) \ dR(t-1) \ !dw*(t+I) = 0.

For convenience sake, let us simplify the above by using equivalent 
notations: 

(43) 
(44) 

H, = s 1 - N(t)H3 

H2 = S2 - N(t)H3 • 

H1 and H
2 

are the direct total effect and the cross total effect, respectively. s 1 and s
2 

indicate the direct substitution effect and the cross substitution 
effect, respectively. H

3 is the wealth effect. The signs of H 1 and H2 are 
in general uncertain as one would expect. To know them let us con
sider the following. 

First, there is a famous theorem that all goods cannot be comple
ments to each other. Mathematically, in the case of two goods, it is 
expressed by p 1s1 + p2s2 = 0 where p 1 and p2 are prices of good 1 and 
good 2, respectively. When we apply this theorem to our analysis, it 
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implies that future leisure is a substitute for current leisure and that 
the direct substitution effect s1 in (43) is always positive, the cross 
substitution effect s

2 in (44) must be negative. 
Second, the wealth effect H3 may be of either sign. The total effect 

of a wage change on the supply of labor is thus uncertain. However, 
if we assume that leisure is not inferior, then H3 < 0 .  From this it fol
lows that in (43) 

(45) 

Third, since leisure is not a Giffen good, the negative wealth effect 
is not large enough to offset the negative cross substitution effect. Thus, 
we have in (44) 

(46) 

The Slutsky equations may be expressed in another equivalent form. 
Multiplying (43) and (44) through,by _w(t) and w*(t+l) , respectively, 
and summing the results, we have 

(47) w(t)H1 + w*(t+I)H2 

= w(t)s1 + w*(t+I)s2 - w(t).N(t)H3 w*(t+l).N(t)H3 • 

Since w(t)s1 + w* (t+ l)s2 = 0 ,  this can be reduced to 

(47) w(t)H1 + w*(t+l)H2 

= -(w(t).N(t) + w*(t+l).N*(t+I))H3 > 0.  

The result in (47) may also be supported by the theorem that the own 
price elasticity is bigger than the cross price elasticity. 

We can modify (40) in such a way that it gives the current labor 
supply as a function of independent variables such as w(t), ¢* (t+ 1 ), 
n*(t+I), and R(t-1) since w*(t+I) = w(t)exp(¢*(t+l) - n*(t+I)). 
The total differential of ( 40) is 

Since 

d.N(t) = H1dw(t) + H2dw*(t+l) + H3dR(t-l). 

dw*(t+l) = exp(9>*(t+l) -n*(t+I))dw(t) + w(t) 
exp(¢*(t+l) -n*(t+I)) (d9>*(t+l) - dn*(t+I)) , 

it 1s equivalent to 

d.N(t) = (H1 + H2Z)dw(t) + H2w(t)Z d¢*(t+l)
-H2w(t)Z dn*(t+I) + H3dR(t-I), 

where Z = exp(¢*(t+l) - n:*(t+l)). Therefore, we have an equivalent 
for (40): 

(48) N(t) = h(w(t), 9>*(t+l), n*(t+I), R(t-1))

where
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(49) h 1 =Hi + HiZ
= (w(t)H1 + w*(t+l)H2)/w(t) > 0 from (47)

(50) h2 = H2w(t)Z < 0

(51) h
3 
= -,H2w(t)Z > 0

(52) h
4 

= H3 < 0.

From (50) and (51) it follows that 

(53) 

In an alternative way, equation (48) can be obtained directly 
from (37). Since w*(t+l) = w(t)Z or w*(t+l) = w(t)(l + ¢*(t+l))/
(I+ 1r*(t+l)), the wealth constraint equation (37) can be written 
as: 

R(t-1) + w(t)N(t) + 
(I+ g*(t+I))

(l+r(t)) 

= C(t) + (I + g*(t+l)) 
e(t).

(1 +r(t)) 

(I+ ¢*(t+I)) w(t)N(t)
(1 + n*(t+l)) 

The labor supply function derived in association with this wealth con
straint will be the same as ( 48).

2-2 The Consumption and Saving Functions

After the household earns its income, it will at the second stage divide 
the income between saving and consumption. To see this second pro
cess, let us reproduce equations (30) and (31):  

(54) (1  + i(t-l))A(t-1) + W(t)N(t) = P(t)C(t) + A(t)
(55) (I + i(t))A(t) + W*(t+I)N*(t+1)

= P*(t+I)C*(t+I) + A*(t+l). 

Dividing (54) by P(t) and (55) by P*(t+ I) will yield

A(t-1) A(t-1) A(t)(56) P(t-l) + r(t-1) P(t-l) + w(t)N(t) = C(t) + P(t)

(57)
A(t) + r(t) A(t) + w*(t+I)N*(t+I)P(t) P(t) 

= C*(t+l)+ A*(t+I)
P*(t+l)

with the aid of (34). Let us define total real income, y(t), as the sum
of wage income and interest income: 

(58) A(t-1)y(t) = w(t)N(t) + r(t-1) P(t- l)
. A(t-1)=YN(t) + r(t-I) P(t-I).
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Thus, (56) and (57) become 

(59) 

(60) 

y(t) = C(t) + (:(t))
y*(t +I)= C*(t +I) + (�:(t+l))

where the dot on (A/P) indicates the change in portfolio, which is by 
definition saving, such that 

(61) 

(62) 

S(t) = (:i_(t)) = A (t) _ A(t-1) 
P P(t) P(t-1)

* (A* ) A*(t+l) A(t) S (t+l) = P*(t+l) = P*(t-t-1) - P(t)"
It is important to notice in (59) and (60) that we choose to measure 
total real income, y, in consumption units so that the same price unit 
can be applicable to C and y. 

Divide equation (60) by 1/(1 + r(t)) and add the result to equatioR
(59). Then we have 

(63) J1(t) + I l ( )y*(t+l) = C{t) +l 
l 
() C*(t+l)· +rt +rt 

I + S(t) + l + r(t) S*(t + 1).

Again, recalling the importance of quantity expectations in our analysis, 
let us adopt the following defin�tions: 

We then have 

(64) y(t) +

y*(t+l) =(I + g*(t+l))y(t) 
C*(t+l) = (1 + g*(t-f-l))C(t) 
S*(t+l) = (1 + g*(t+l))S(t).

(1 + g*(t+I)) y(t) = C(t) , (1 + g*(t+l)) C(t)
(1 + r(t)) ' (1 + r(t)) 

I S(t) + (1 + g*(t+l)) S(t)' (I +r(t))
which is now reduced to a simple budget constraint equation: 

(65) y(t) = C(t) + S(t).
Together with the utility function in this second stage, 

U = U(C(t), S(t)),
equation (2-65) will generate the consumption and saving functions: 

(66) 

(67) 

C(t) = C(y(t))
S(t) =i S(y(t)).
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2-3 The Assets Demand Functions 

At the third stage, the household divides saving into money and bonds.
Its utility function at this stage is

and its budget constraint is 
S(t) = A(t) _ A(t-1)

P(t) P(t-1) 
= ( 1 (t)) + 1 ; i(t) (; (t) )· 

The optimization problem will therefore end up with
(68) ( 1 (t)) = L(S(y(t)), i(t))

= L(y(t), p(t), n*(t+l))
(69) (: (t)) = B(S(y(t)), i(t))

= B(y(t), p(t), n*(t+l))
with the following restriction on partial derivatives:

and
as = aL 

+ 
aB = ()

an* an* an* 

which are reduced to

and

This relationship is supported by the gross substitution assumption
between money and bonds that an increase in the rate of return on bonds
raises the quantity demanded of bonds and lowers the quantity of
money demanded of money. 

Since Md(t-1) = M(t-1) and Bd(t-1) = B(t-1) m the past
period, equations (68) and (69) can be written in terms of stock
instead of flow:
(2-70) 

(2-71) 

md(t) = l(y(t), p(t), n*(t+l), m(t-1))
bd(t) = b(y(t), p(t), n*(t+l), b(t-1))
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where m = M/P and b = B/P, with the following restrictions on partial 
derivatives: 

and 

1 2 + h2 = 0 

1 3 +h3
= 0. 

In the earlier discussion of this paper, we were aware of the difference 
between theory an<;l fact regarding the interest rate effects on the house
hold behavior. We discucssed that this difference between theory and 
fact may exist in the household behavioral functions when the functions 
are derived from the intertemporal optimization behavior of the house
hold behavior. We continued to ·discuss that this difference may be ex
plained by the offset phenomenon of the substitution and wealth effects. 
But we noticed that this explanation has one defect; it provides a justi
fication for the interest rate effect on the household's labor supply de
cisions but does not for the interest rate effects on other behavioral func
tions. 

We can see that the entire problem is related to the assumption re
garding the household's portfolio behavior. As we saw, difference be
tween theory and fact may arise because of the simultaneous decision 
making assumption. On the other hand, the sequential decision making 
assumption makes theory agree with fact through the entire household 
behavioral functions. 

SUMMARY 

The purpose of this paper has been to show the theoretical derivation 
of all the household's behavioral functions under inflationary expec
tations. To do this successfully, we discussed the general problems of 
intertemporal analysis, exploiting the implications of assumptions 
hidden behind the wealth constraint equations and the utility equations, 
which are supposed to reflect the behavior of the household. It was found 
that whether the real rate of interest plays a key role in determining 
economic decisions of the household depends upon behavioral assump
tions regarding the portfolio. 
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